Abstract-Leveraging the concept of controlled node mobility in this paper we develop an algorithm for tracking and controlling proximity malware propagation in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN). Our proposal aims at: (i) notifying the nodes of malware propagation, (ii) leading a flying robot along a path in the WSN that guarantees the minimum recovery time to (iii) heal the infected nodes. We formulate the targeted curing problem as a binary integer problem and determine the optimal solution by a central solver. We use the analytical result as a benchmark to evaluate the recovery time of the proposed solution. The achieved results show a satisfactory performance in terms of tracking the presence of an ongoing epidemic and healing the nodes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Proximity malware propagation consists in malicious code injection and diffusion in a wireless distributed network [1] , [2] . This has recently become a serious security threat also in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) [3] . Traditionally, sensor nodes were conceived as resource-constrained devices whose behaviour was essentially determined by hard-wired algorithms. This made them naturally immune to malwares. Today, instead, advanced sensing applications exploit more complex sensor devices, whose capabilities are very similar to those of smartphones and microcomputers [4] . For example, a sensor network used for video-surveillance applications shares the typical constraints of a WSN (in terms of energy and deployment in inaccessible fields) but it also requires additional complexity to be capable to handle a video stream and transmit it to a remote destination. The additional complexity required from WSNs to satisfy new applications requirements translates in more complex operating systems and communication protocols, which, in turn, expose the network to security risks. In recent past, several proximity malwares have been detected that use Bluetooth (e.g., Cabir [5] ) and WiFi (e.g., iKee [6] ) connections to spread among mobile devices. Furthermore, the feasibility of full-scale attacks on networks that rely on short range communications, like WSNs, has been demonstrated [7] . Several defense mechanisms have been proposed to face proximity malware in WSNs [8] , [9] . However, so far, the proposed solutions for curing infected nodes have relied on the network infrastructure or a human intervention to deliver the patches and securing the remote access. Unfortunately, these features are not commonly available in the majority of WNS deployments [10] - [12] .
In this paper, our main contributions, listed below, aim at fulfilling this lack: 1) We propose to leverage a diffusion mechanism to inoculate a cure to infected nodes (i.e. provide a method to restore the nodes to an original healthy state). The diffusion of the cure is performed by a flying robot (which we will refer to as searcher in the following), which is capable of autonomously move within the network and deliver node maintenance. 2) We develop a counter-epidemic algorithm that (i) notifies the nodes of the malware spreading, (ii) drives the searcher through the network to prevent and hinder the diffusion of a malicious epidemic and (iii) heals the infected nodes. 3) We propose a mathematical model for the Targeted Curing Problem (TCP) to determine the best trajectory for the searcher to cure infected nodes and contain the epidemic outbreak. Specifically, the model outputs the lowest delay needed to inoculate a cure by using a counter-epidemic diffusion scheme. We use the model to benchmark the behavior of our proposed approach.
For the purpose of our scenario in Section II we introduce the background research on the subject, followed by our set of working prerequisites in Section III. Our main contribution is presented in Section IV and V, where we first describe our scenario and main proposal, and after we propose a mathematical formulation of the same problem. In Section VI we present our simulative and numerical results while the Section VII concludes our proposal.
II. RELATED WORK
Our work is mainly related to three research topics: the epidemics diffusion and network immunization, the identification of outbreaks, and the path determination for the searcher's movement. In the following subsections, we will discuss the three topics separately.
A. Epidemics diffusion and network immunization
The research on networks epidemics and immunization, with reference to WSN, is recently becoming a popular topic among the networking research community [8] , [13] . The most common strategy to limit the effects of an epidemic is to render a part of population immune [14] by means of some vaccine. However, a highly viral computer epidemic needs almost 100% immunization to produce an appreciable effect, and a random immunization strategy could lead to intolerable delays [15] . In the case of a WSN, it is more effective to upload on the infected node a new non protected part of the operating system that would restore the node functionalities and cure the node [16] . We will adopt this solution as part of our curing algorithm. Generally, the abovementioned strategies are tailored for epidemic prevention, whereas we aim at controlling epidemic diffusion.
B. Intrusion detection systems for outbreak identification
Often, in a wireless environment, the outbreak identification is associated with the node failure identification [1] , [17] . However, the presence of an unwanted epidemic could not be generally seen as a node failure. In fact, an infection does not necessarily hinder basic node functionalities [18] . Furthermore, a malware might be programmed to spread through the network without disabling nodes functionalities in order to maximize the attack impact on the network [19] . In the mentioned cases, Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) have been proposed [17] , [20] . In this paper we specifically refer to host-based Intrusion Detection Systems that, when present on mobile devices, are capable of identifying the presence of malware monitoring continuously a set of relevant parameters and applying several different information extraction techniques to the data gathered. Collecting information on runtime code, resources and network usage, IDSs are capable to detect the anomalous behaviors of nodes caused by malwares without the need of signature databases.
By following the taxonomy presented in [21] , our algorithm can be classified as a part of the Service Discovery Protocol (SDP) that uses a passive form of search. More specifically, our algorithm can be considered from a SDP's perspective as a service in the network that keeps track of the ongoing epidemics and informs the searcher about the malicious nodes when queried.
C. Search and pursuit
Traditionally search and pursuit games have been addressed for the definition of strategies that maximize the performance of a searcher entity against a worst-case adversary. In these games, one or more searchers try to find and capture one or more evaders. If we consider the epidemic as an evader, we can apply search and pursuit methodologies to find the best trajectories for the searcher to move in order to cure and immunize the network. The existing solutions focus on the searcher's motion planning to find worst-case bounds on its performance. Following the taxonomy presented in [22] our algorithm would be deployed in a discrete, finite and scale-free graph [23] . Furthermore, our algorithm runs on a speed-constrained single searcher, whose sensor model uses imperfect detection with finite range. There are different works where this class of systems is approached [24] , [25] , however the particular set of conditions on which our proposal is dependent has not been treated in literature.
III. MAIN ASSUMPTIONS
In this Section we describe the main assumptions on which our work is based, and we give some details regarding the epidemic dynamics and the network model. We suppose that sensors have an operating system, computational and communication resources that make them capable to perform advanced applications [4] . Furthermore, we assume that:
• no infrastructured access to an external network is provided, and the sensors communicate only over short-range radio links; • the proximity malware is self-contained in a software package that is injected into a set of sensors (the initial malicious spreaders) and spreads across the network by exploiting the short-range wireless communication capabilities of sensor nodes [5] , [6] ; • when the malware infects a node, it shuts down its communication capabilities, except those useful to keep spreading [19] ; • after a certain time that a node has been in contact with an infected neighbor, it will accept to receive the software package containing the malware; • an IDS, as those mentioned in Section II-B, is put in place in the WSN to detect the presence of the malware [1] ; • when a malware outbreak is detected by the IDS, a searcher is sent on the infected node to install a software package containing the cure that can safely eradicate the infection; • the cure is always a clean image of the operating system that is re-uploded on the infected node, regardless of the type of malware that has infected it; • a flying robot is used as the searcher in order to consider any kind of WSN deployment, even in harsh and remote scenarios; • all the messages between the infected nodes and the searcher are directly embedded in Layer 2 (L2) frames, because L2 primitives are usually implemented by the network interface card (NIC) hardware. Therefore, they can be considered reliable even if the functioning of the node is heavily compromised; • it is supposed that the geographical localization of nodes is available in form of predefined coordinates or through the presence of a GPS system into them.
• a secure interface on the sensors is available to guarantee low level access to the wireless interface [26] , as explained in the following. Concerning the last assumption, the secure access could be granted by an operating system that supports protected memory for kernel operations [26] . Furthermore, several works presented the possibility of a secure boot of a node after the retrieval of a new part of the operating system [27] , [28] , as also specified by the guidelines of Trusted Computing [29] . Thus, we also assume that sensors are able to replace a part or the whole operating system by downloading some software modules that, in our approach, will be transferred via wireless interface as described in Section IV.
IV. DISTRIBUTED CURING ALGORITHM
Our idea is to begin to inoculate the cure in the region with the highest density of infected nodes. In our work the density perceived by a node is intended as the number of reachable neighbors versus the node's sensing range. If we consider that all the nodes are of the same kind, we can just use the total number of neighbors as an indication of the density of a circular area of which the node is the center. Our Distributed Curing Algorithm (DCA) can be split in two concurrent processes. The first process is the Alerting Process, where the nodes exchange information about the diffusion of an epidemic. This process is carried out by the infected nodes themselves [17] . The second process, carried out by the searcher, is the Healing Process which can be split in two phases that are continuously reiterated: (i) the positioning phase where the searcher, aware of the epidemic, moves towards it and (ii) the curing phase where the searcher node cures the infected ones. After those phases the algorithm cycles and starts again with phase (i).
A. The Alerting Process
The responsible of the alerting process at each node is the IDS (see Section III). When the IDS detects that some malware is compromising the functioning of the node, it starts to send an SOS message every Δt SOS intervals by using the node's short range interface. As explained in Section III, SOS messages are directly embedded into L2 frames.
Each SOS message contains:
• Sender id (SiD): A 32 bit label which uniquely identifies the node that generated the message.
• Sender position (SP): The GPS position of the node which generates the message. Since in our scenario the nodes are stationary this information can be stored in the secure memory at time of node installation. The GPS position is coded through a 64 bit long field.
• The number of known infected nodes (nKIN): This is the number of infected nodes in the sensing range of the sending node. A sending node can infer this number by hearing to SOS message coming from other nodes in a reference time interval Δt observ = 2Δt SOS If no other SOS message are received then this field is set to one.
Every node, both infected and not, participates in rebroadcasting the SOS messages. A node which receives a SOS message waits for Δt observ seconds before to rebroadcast it. If more than one SOS messages are received only the one with the highest nKIN is retransmitted. Obviously, local nKIN is considered also in the ranking.
B. The Healing Process
During the Positioning phase, phase (i), a searcher is constantly patrolling the area where the nodes are deployed; it constantly monitors its short range interface looking for SOS message. If one of such messages is received the searcher moves toward the point indicated in SP. If more than one SOS message are received the searcher moves toward the point indicated in SP of the message with the highest nKIN. For further reference, we name the movement scheme as CIPS, (Critical Infection Point Seeker).
During the Curing phase, phase (ii), the cure is actually inoculated to infected nodes. The inoculation consists in an interaction between the searcher and the IDS of an infected node. The first transmits a clean image of the operating system to the nodes. This copy is used by the IDS to overwrite the infected one. When the replacement is completed the infected node is rebooted as a healed node. All the communication between the searcher and the infected nodes are carried out through L2 messages for the reasons outlined in Section III. Each message from the searcher to the nodes is signed so that it can be recognized as genuine by the secure routines of the infected nodes [26] . When the searcher arrives at the target starts to advertise itself to the infected nodes by issuing a "Hello" message every Δt Hello seconds. The "Hello" message contains an identifier of the searcher and the security signature. These informations are extracted and stored by the receiving nodes.
The image of the operating system stored by the searcher is fragmented in chunks, we assume that each chunk has a size that allows transmitting it in a single L2 frame. This size strongly depends on which L2 technology is used. Chunks are cached by the nodes so they can be shared between many infected nodes that are downloading the image. The download of the entire code is performed through the broadcasting of two message types, the Interest and the Data. An Interest is used to request a specific chunk. Once an infected node receives a "Hello" message from a searcher it starts the downloading procedure which has the form of an "Interest/Data" messages exchange. When the searcher (or any infected node) receives an Interest, it broadcasts the correspondent chunk within a Data message. The Interest-Data exchange continues until the entire image is downloaded. In case of a message loss, the Interest is transmitted again. In order to reduce the collision probability arising from multiple simultaneous transmissions (e.g., in the presence of two or more infected nodes that can reply to the same Interest), each node I waits a random defer time T D before transmitting the Data. During T D , I monitors the channel to detect the same transmission performed by other nodes. Finally, if no node has issued the Data, I sends the packet.
When the download is complete the searcher returns in phase (i) and starts again to search for SOS messages.
V. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
The Targeted Curing Problem (TCP) consists in determining the positions that a searcher should successively cover to We propose a mathematical formulation of the TCP that is capable of providing an optimal solution. However, the mathematical formulation is not directly applicable to real cases, because it requires the complete a-priori knowledge of the network and nodes' characteristics, as well as the complete description of the diffusion dynamics. Hence, in Section VI, we will use the results of the mathematical model as a benchmark for our distributed algorithm.
We provide a mathematical programming formulation for the problem, which involves only linear constraints and binary variables. First, we characterize the states and the transitions among them. Then, we will define the parameters used in the model, the optimization variables and their role. Finally, we will detail the objective function and the model constraints.
States and transitions
In order to characterize the different states in which each node can be, we use the diagram of Fig. 1 . In a given time, a node can be in one of the following states: 1) Uninfected 2) Getting Infected 3) (Infected and) Malicious 4) Getting Cured 5) Cured
In Table I we describe the transitions between each couple of states as in Fig. 1 . The time intervals used in the Table will be explained in the next subsection.
Parameters
In the following list, we introduce all the parameters used in the mathematical model. node at which the cure is inserted The parameter T m (time to move) is the smallest time unit considered in this work. Hence, we consider it as the unitary time unit for the model and the distributed algorithm. The parameter T t (time to transfer) can vary within the range between 3 and 5 T m , by following a uniform distribution among the nodes. The parameter T a (time to access) is the time needed to the searcher to access the secured part of the compromised node, after the searcher verified that the security key has been successfully received, its value is set to 2 T m . We tested the system and made a preliminary time parameters tuning by using the ns-2 simulator.
As we devised the use of a flying robot as searcher node, there is a physical path between any pair of nodes with the time needed for the searcher to travel this distance being d ij . The wireless links used for the model are taken from an adjacency matrix that represents the topologies used in the simulative approach.
Variables
We classify the optimization variables in two groups. The first group contains the variables of the problem, which describe the current state of each node of the network at each time period and the movement of the cure, while the second group contains conditional variables that are used to simplify the model. equal to 1 iif node i is connected to at least a node in state 3 and not to the cure C t i equal to 1 iif node i is connected to at least a node in state 1, 2 or to the cure S t i equal to 1 iif node i is not connected to nodes in states 3 and not connected to the cure X t equal to 1 iif at least one node is infecting or malicious at the beginning of period t
Objective function and constraints
The objective function aims at minimizing the time period at which the infection is extinguished (no malicious or infected nodes left): min
The constraints of the problem can be classified in different groups. The constraints in Equation (1), ensure that conditional variables take the correct values. while the constraints in Equation (2) translate mathematically the state transitions introduced in Fig. 1 . These constraints are non-linear. However, because all involved variables are binary, we can use a well-known technique to linearize the products. Namely, each product of binary variables var 1 var 2 in the constraints above can be replaced by a new real variable prod that satisfies the following constraints:
For simplicity, we avoid rewriting the linearized constraints. We describe next the cure movement. y
Finally, the following constraints characterize the initial conditions of the system, and enforce that all optimization variables be {0, 1}-valued.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section we compare the movement scheme computed in our algorithm, CIPS, to two other schemes. All three schemes present a common curing phase, i.e. the one described in section IV, but differs on the movement path of the searcher through the WSN.
The first alternative is to let the searcher move according to Random Way Point model (RWP). This approach represents a simple yet effective approach, where no effort is made to optimize the movements. In the following we will refer to it as the RWP approach. The second alternative consists in letting the searcher move according to the pattern determined by the analytical model defined in Section V. The latter requires the complete a-priori knowledge of the network and nodes' characteristics as well as the complete description of the diffusion dynamics. Nonetheless, it allows us to have an upper bound on the performance of our proposal. In the following we will refer to it as the MM (Mathematical Model) approach. We have implemented RWP and CIPS in the ns-2 [30] simulator, while the MM has been coded in the FICO Xpress Suite and Mosel language [31] .
The reference simulated scenario is 160 m x 160 m square area. Inside this area a variable number of nodes is placed according to a regular grid pattern. The number of nodes in the grid can vary as it follows [25, 49, 64, 81, 100] . Hence, the distances between the nodes varies accordingly, specifically they are respectively [32, 23, 20, 18, 16] m.
All the nodes are equipped with a single IEEE 802.11 interface and a Ricean fading model takes into account the multi-path effects due to various obstacles. As shown in Table  II , Physical and MAC parameters are based on IEEE 802.11g and transmission power and receiver sensitivity figures are taken from data-sheets of devices available on the market [32] . It is worth to note that the maximum distance considered in our grid (32 m) is equal to the maximum achievable distance to have a reliable transmission in Table II. The searcher and the first set of infected node are initially placed at random positions within the grid using a uniform distribution. Once the simulation starts, the searcher moves according to the mobility pattern computed by the RWP, CIPS or MM approach. The searcher speed is set according to the literature in this field [33] .
A. Result with 25 nodes
The first simulation set was carried out considering a network of only 25 sensors. This reduced number of sensors was chosen due to the complexity of the mathematical model. Although this number is quite small the results obtained give a clear idea of how CIPS relates with the other two. In the next section we will evaluate how the CIPS and the RWP schemes scale with the number of nodes.
Our main objective is to evaluate the evolution and the steady state number of infect nodes to understand if the system is capable to recover a network from an expanding infection.
In Fig. 2 the percentage of infected nodes versus time is shown.
The MM approach is the best in preventing the epidemic diffusion and is the quickest in extinguish the infection. The RWP scheme presents the lowest performance in terms of both diffusion of the infection and recovery time. The CIPS scheme suffers a high percentage of infected nodes at the infection peak (i.e. when the malware affects the maximum number of nodes). This number is close to the one obtained with RWP. This is due to the high latency associate with the Alerting Process. However, in spite of this initial latency, CIPS quickly heals the network. The recovery time of CIPS is about 70s greater than the time needed by the MM and about 180s lower than the time needed by RWP. Consequently, the time spent by CIPS to gather information from the network is well repaid by the better functioning of the movement scheme. Tables III reports the following metrics: (i) the distance traveled by the searcher until 90% of nodes are healed, (ii) the peak infection, i.e. the maximum number of nodes which are infected at the same time, (iii) the time at which the peak is reached, and (iv) the time to settle (TTS), i.e. the time needed to heal 90% of the nodes.
Table III confirms the trend formerly described. The MM approach is successful in both limiting the malware diffusion and quickly healing the network, while the CIPS approach suffers from the finite amount of time required to get the information about the network. Nonetheless, the CIPS approach far outperforms the RWP approach.
The distance traveled by the searcher is a metric of particular interest. A shorter traveled distance implies a lower amount of energy consumed by the searcher. The CIPS approach requires the searcher to travel about 0.27 times the distance required by the RWP approach and about 2.55 times the distance required by the MM approach.
The infection peak gives a measure of how the malware is able to make the network inoperative. A high infection peak means that only few nodes continue to properly function. Unfortunately the CIPS approach has the same peak as the RWP approach. However, the CIPS approach presents a TTS much shorter than the RWP approach and very close to that of the MM approach. This means that, due to the accurate movement pattern computed by CIPS, the aimed cure inoculation is effective for a faster network recovery.
B. Result varying the number of nodes
The high computational load and complexity of the mathematical approach did not allow us to determine a solution for grids containing more than 25 nodes. For this reason, for a higher number of nodes we used only the CIPS and the RWP schemes for comparison.
In Table IV , if we consider the distance traveled by the searcher, it can be observed a different trend between the two compared approaches. The traveled distance roughly increases with the number of nodes when the CIPS approach is considered, whereas it is roughly decreasing when the RWP scheme is considered. This is due to the fact that the CIPS approach leads to a movement scheme that is closely related to the network topology. When the number of nodes increases the searcher is forced to prolong its journey to cover the higher number of infected nodes in remote areas. Vice versa, for the RWP movement scheme, when the number of nodes increases, the probability that such an erratic movement produces a positive effect is raised as it travels less distance for curing the same percentage of nodes.
In Fig. 3 , we present the percentages of infect nodes versus time for greater number of nodes, specifically for 49 (3a), 64 (3b) and 100 (3c) nodes. These results confirm the trend already found previously. The CIPS approach has a lower peak value and a faster TTS in respect to the RWP approach. We can also notice that a more congested topology affects the performance of the approach. For 25 nodes the infection peak for CIPS and RWP is the same. However, as the number of nodes increases, the CIPS approach obtains a lower infection peak. This is due to the fact that the CIPS approach achieves a quickly delivery of the cure, where it is most needed. The effectiveness of the proposed approach is also confirmed by the shorter TTS.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper we addressed the issue of facing a malware spreading in a Wireless Sensor Network. Using the concepts of controlled mobility and information diffusion we defined an algorithm (i) to notify the spreading of the malware, (ii) to lead an autonomous flying robot, which can cure infected nodes, along a path in the sensor network and (iii) to heal the infected nodes. To benchmark the proposed algorithm we developed a mathematical model which defines the best path to be followed by the flying robot to cure the infected nodes in the shortest time. Using the results obtained from the mathematical model as the upper bound and the ones from the application of random waypoint movement as the lower, we have assessed the satisfactory performance of the proposed algorithm. A larger and more comprehensive mathematical model is expected as the most immediate step in order to provide more generalized solutions which can be applied in real scenarios followed by a tuning study of the proposed autonomic approach. 
